Anisotropic Ligand Nanogeometry Modulates the Adhesion and Polarization State of Macrophages.
Material implants trigger host reactions generated by cells, such as macrophages, which display dynamic adhesion and polarization including M1 inflammatory state and M2 anti-inflammatory state. Creating materials that enable diverse nanoscale display of integrin-binding groups, such as RGD ligand, can unravel nanoscale recruitment and ligation of integrin, which modulate cellular adhesion and activation. Here, we synthesized gold nanorods (GNRs) with various nanoscale anisotropies (i.e., aspect ratios, ARs), but in similar surface areas, and controlled their substrate conjugation to display an anisotropic ligand nanogeometry without modulating ligand density. Using nanoscale immunolabeling, we demonstrated that highly anisotropic ligand-coated GNRs ("AR4" and "AR7") facilitated the recruitment of integrin β1 on macrophages to their nanoscale surfaces. Consequently, highly anisotropic GNRs (e.g., "AR4" and "AR7") elevated the adhesion and M2 state of macrophages, with the inhibition of their M1 state in the culture and mice, entailing rho-associated protein kinase. This nanoscale anisotropic nanogeometry provides a novel and critical parameter to be considered in the generation of biomaterials to potentially modulate host reactions to the implants for immunomodulatory tissue regeneration.